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ARphymedes Plus Shines at European
Researchers' Night 2023

 

We are thrilled to share an exciting update on ARphymedes Plus! On
September 29, 2023, we had the incredible opportunity to be a part
of the prestigious European Researchers' Night, an annual event
aimed at celebrating science and research across Europe.

European Researchers' Night - A Glimpse

European Researchers' Night, initiated by the European Commission in 2005,
is a grand celebration of science and knowledge dissemination.

https://mailchi.mp/933fa0eed58f/slovene-arphymedes-8th-newsletter?e=[UNIQID]


This magnificent event unites people and researchers in 300 cities across
approximately 25 European countries.

The festival acts as a bridge between the public and the world of science,
introducing the latest technologies and instruments.

The night is guided by passionate researchers and scientists who offer
participants the chance to engage in experiments, competitions, quizzes, and
captivating demonstrations.

ARphymedes Plus Steals the Show

We were delighted to represent our project in both Slovakia and Slovenia
during the European Researchers' Night. Our focus, as always, was to improve
physics education for pupils with special educational needs through the
implementation of augmented reality (AR).

In Slovakia, our project took center stage at the Museum of Science Aurelium.
This year's theme was "Water," and it brought together children, students,
teachers, parents, and visitors to explore fascinating experiments with
communicating vessels, Pascal's hedgehog, viscosity, and more. The highlight
was the ARphymedes Plus AR application, which added an extra layer of
excitement to the event.



We are incredibly proud of the positive response we received, and it's a
testament to the importance of our work in making physics education
accessible to all.

Thank you for your ongoing support and partnership. Together, we are making
a difference.

Stay tuned for more exciting updates from
ARphymedes Plus!
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